ONE benefit of carrying on research on Ancient History is the privilege to come, from time to time, in a direct contact with rare and well-famous artefacts. This occasion offers the possibility to update old information or to present new finds.

The paper is focused on such cases on the famous rare silver coins of the short-reign usurper Regalianus of Carnuntum (AD 260) and his wife Dryantilla of Carnuntum (nowadays, Petronell-Carnuntum, Austria).1

The scarcity of ancient literary records for this usurper, the rarity of these coins and their specific low-quality aesthetic design produced by applying a poor-quality new obverse and reverse on old issues of denarii and antoniniani2 make that every new information on such pieces must be brought to the public - both scholarly and curiosity environments.

The first two coins presented here, 1 antoninianus of Regalianus, 1 of Dryantilla, were previously published but with some errors on the technical data and medium quality photos.

---

1 WOYTEK 2007, 527–538.
2 WINTER 2007a, 547–549.
REGALIANUS

Antoninianus

*Mint:* Carnuntum  
*Date:* AD 260  
*Axis:* 8; *Weight:* 3.2 g; *Diameter:* 20.4 mm  
*Obverse:* IMP C P E REGALIANVS AVG  
Poor-quality design of the bust of Regalianus wearing radiate crown, right.  
*Reverse:* LIB[er]ALITAS AVGG  
Poor-quality design of Liberalitas standing left, holding pileus and transverse scepter.  
*Bibliography:* WINTER 2007b, 574-575, R 5-4; Taf. 51.  
*Location:* Private collection  
*Reference:* MIR 43, 1712e

The reverse indicates that this coin type was struck over a previous denarius. The still visible letters, NON, and their place above of what was the top of a laureate head allow the identification of the original issuer as being Elagabalus period of AD 218-222: IMP ANTONINVS (PIVS) AVG.¹

DRYANTILLA

Antoninianus

*Mint:* Carnuntum  
*Date:* AD 260  
*Axis:* 2; *Weight:* 2.7 g; *Diameter:* 21.1 x 21.2 mm  
*Obverse:* [su]LP DRYAN[ti]LLA AVG  
Bust on crescent, right.  
*Reverse:* AE[qui]TA[s aug]  
Aequitas standing left, holding scales and cornucopiae.  
*Bibliography:* WINTER 2007b, 583, D 1-5; Tafel 54; DEMBSKI 1998, 1, nr. 4; Auktion Numismatica Ars Classica 10, 1997, nr. 680.  
*Location:* Private collection  
*Reference:* MIR 43, 1720a

The reverse reveals the fact this antoninianus was actually struck on a former denarius of Septimius Severus. Parts of the first legend – [severu]$S$ – PIV[s aug] – and of Septimius Severus’ laureate head are still visible. According to the legend type, the Septimius Severus’ denarius was minted in the period of AD 202-210.²

¹ Probably, due to publishing errors, the coin mis-attributed to the collection of Museum Carnuntinum, WINTER 2007, 574-575, R 5-4.  
² RIC IV.2, 28; obverse legends 3 and 5.

³ The only three visible letters from the Septimius
Severus’ denarius reverse, now, Dryantilla’s obverse, - TVN – may suggest two reverse types that may fit with SEVERVS PIVS AVG obverse legend: FORTVNA REDUX\(^4\) or FORTVNAE REDVCI.\(^7\)

A third coin, 1 antoninianus of Dryantilla it was unpublished until now. The minting style is so poor that the legend referring to Dryantilla’s name and reverse type are not visible. However, the letters belonging to the original legend and a large part of the first issuer are easily noticeable.

**DRYANTILLA**

*Antoninianus*, fragmentary state

**Mint:** Carnuntum

**Dating:** AD 260

**Axis:** 4; **Weight:** 1.9 g; **Diameter:** 19.7 mm

**Obverse:** No legend referring to Dryantilla is visible. Head of Dryantilla, right.

**Reverse:** No letters of the legend referring to Dryantilla’s coin type is visible. Juno standing left, holding patera and scepter. Type of Junoni Reginae.

**Bibliography:** unpublished

Found in Carnuntum – unknown spot

**Location:** Private collection

**Reference:** MIR 43, 1721-1725

Struck on a denarius of Severus Alexander. On the obverse, part of the legend is still visible: [im]P ALEXAN- DER PI[V]S AV[g], as well as upper part of the laureate head of Severus Alexander to right. From the previous reverse it still can be read: P M T R P...S III P P. From the reverse image minted for Severus Alexander denarius, clearly can be noticed the legs of Sol, standing left and the extended left hand holding globe in left.

As the tribunician power is not preserved, due to the 3rd consulship and the legend on the obverse, the denarius of Severus Alexander was minted between AD 231 and AD 232.\(^8\)

Like the large majority of these particular coins, the three coins presented here were found in Carnuntum – unknown precise location – and are now part of private collections.

Therefore, the number of coins of Regalianus and Dryantilla known, at the moment, is 133 of which 61 depicting Regalianus and 72 Dryantilla\(^9\) and...counting.
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